Assembly Instructions
Stunner LT
Your new Biktrix Stunner LT has been checked over by a technician in our Canadian
warehouse, but in order to facilitate shipping to your address some parts have been removed for
transport. Please use these easy to follow instructions as a guide to get your bike up and
running, or take is to your local bike shop for professional assembly.
1. Your new Biktrix bike will arrive in a sturdy box. Please open the box and remove the
main bike body.
2. Remove all packing material from the bike.
3. Remove the front wheel from the box and install. If your ordered included metal fenders,
there will be a front metal fender attached to the front wheel.
4. Install stem - See attached detailed instructions
5. Install Pedals
-apply a small amount of grease to the pedal threads
-please note there is a right and a left pedal, they have different thread directions
-insert the right pedal into the right crank arm, turn pedal axle clockwise to tighten, use a
15mm pedal wrench to tighten
-insert the left pedal into the left crank arm, turn the pedal axle anti-clockwise to tighten,
use a 15mm pedal wrench to tighten
6. Mount front light on the fork.
-The mounting of the light will use the same mounting hardware as the upper mount of
the front fender. Please see point 8
7. Install seat and post on bike.
-apply a small amount of grease to lower portion of post
-open cam lever on seat collar
-slide post in to desired height (seat post has a minimum insertion lever marked on it,
make sure this line is completely hidden within the frame)
-close cam lever (cam lever is tight when it has resistance at 50% of closer, then close
all the way)
8. Install front fender (if ordered)
-Your front metal fender has 2 lower mounts and one upper mount
-please locate the fender hardware
-the 2 lower mounts require 5mm bolts (included)
-the one upper mount requires a 6mm bolt (included)
Your bike should now be ready to ride. If you are having any difficulties with this
assembly, please contact us or take your bike to a local bicycle shop.

